Welcome to the Jungle...

Get out of town and explore Africa’s fabled rainforest first hand, just two hours from Calabar. Monkeys, bushbabies, golden cat, pangolins, duiker, countless bird and butterfly species can be seen close to the doorstep of our cabins. The deep forest beyond harbours forest elephants, buffalo and chimpanzees.

ACTIVITIES

- Day trips in the forest, birding, mammal spotting.
- Cool down in our river’s natural swimming hole.
- Night walk to see shy nocturnal wildlife: bushbabies, pottos and tree civets
- Village life by day (kai kai distillery, palm oil processing). and village life by night!
- Visit the viewing platform to see Red Capped Mangabey monkeys, and learn about our release programme
- Adventure hike (3 days) into the rainforest, close to the border of Cross River National park... or simply relax with a book and soak up your surroundings.

ACCOMMODATION

Rustic sleeping cabins are available for overnight stays. There is a communal cooking area for self catering and a dedicated cook can be arranged. There is an outdoor shower with modesty screen and good clean pit latrines. Kerosene lights, mosquito nets and sheets are provided. Accommodation is limited, so it is advisable to book at least a 2/3 of the entrance fee goes straight to the community for current rates contact us on +234(0) 8062795848
How to get there

You can reach Rhoko by public transport or 4x4 vehicle. CERCOPAN can arrange hire of one of their vehicles with driver, subject to availability.

**By vehicle**: take the Calabar Ikom highway to Ibogo (90 km), turn right and go through Iko Ekperem to Iko Esai (18 km)—at the water pump over the bridge, turn right again and continue another 8 km to Rhoko.

**By public transport**: take a bus to Ibogo Junction, then a motorbike all the way to Rhoko. It takes just over one hour from Calabar to Ibogo.